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ABSTRACT 

 

A flat Teflon AF-2400 membrane microchannel reactor was experimentally and 

theoretically investigated for aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol on a 5 wt% Ru/Al2O3 

catalyst. The reactor consisted of gas and liquid channels (75 mm (L) × 3 mm (W) × 1 mm 

(D)), separated by a 0.07 mm thick semipermeable Teflon AF-2400 flat membrane, which 

allowed continuous supply of oxygen during the reaction and simultaneously avoided direct 

mixing of gaseous oxygen with organic reactants. A catalyst stability test was first carried out, 

and the experimental data obtained were used to estimate the kinetics of benzyl alcohol 

oxidation with a 2D reactor model. Using these kinetics, predictions from the 2D reactor 

model agreed well with the experimental data obtained at different liquid flow rates and 

oxygen pressures. The mass transfer and catalytic reaction in the membrane microchannel 

reactor were then theoretically studied by changing the membrane thickness, the liquid 

channel depth, and the reaction rate coefficient. Oxygen transverse mass transport in the 

catalyst bed was found to be the controlling process for the system investigated, and 

decreasing the liquid channel depth is suggested to improve the oxygen supply and enhance 

the benzyl alcohol conversion in the membrane reactor. 

Keywords: Ruthenium catalyst; alcohol aerobic oxidation; Teflon AF-2400 membrane; 

membrane reactor modelling 
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1. Introduction 

The high demand for sustainable processes has driven researchers in both academia and 

industry to employ solid catalysts and molecular oxygen rather than traditional, toxic 

chemical oxidants (Davis et al., 2013; Mallat and Baiker, 2004). However, aerobic oxidation 

of alcohols on solid catalysts is still hindered by several issues, such as lack of catalysts with 

sufficient activity and stability, and complex mass transport processes and reaction 

mechanisms (Gemoets et al., 2016). Moreover, potential safety risks in conventional batch or 

semi-batch reactors with oxidant-organic reactant mixtures are another particular challenge, 

since such reactions are generally exothermic and performed at elevated temperatures and 

pressures (Gavriilidis et al., 2016; Gemoets et al., 2016; Hone et al., 2017; Pieber and Kappe, 

2016). 

With the development of microreaction technology, microchannel reactors provide an 

excellent opportunity to address the above issues, and a variety of gas-liquid and gas-liquid-

solid microchannel reactors has been developed so far (Elvira et al., 2013; Gutmann et al., 

2015; Hessel et al., 2005; Jähnisch et al., 2004; Mallia and Baxendale, 2015). Among these, 

membrane microchannel reactors are an emerging type of reactors for process intensification, 

which combine the benefits of both membrane reactors and microchannel reactors (Aran et 

al., 2011a; Aran et al., 2011b; Hogg et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2016; Noël and Hessel, 2013; 

Selinsek et al., 2016; Tan and Li, 2013). The integration of membrane into a microchannel 

reactor forces gas and liquid phases to flow separately with a well-defined contacting 

interface. This allows better control of gas dosing and avoids direct mixing of gas and liquid. 

Simultaneously, the high surface-area-to-volume ratio in microchannel reactors could also 

contribute to the enhanced heat and mass transfer. These advantages make membrane 

microchannel reactors highly promising for intrinsically safe operation of aerobic alcohol 

oxidation. 
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As for the choice of available membranes, Teflon AF-2400 membrane has gained 

popularity, since it uniquely combines excellent chemical resistance, thermal stability, and 

mechanical properties with high fractional free volume (Zhang and Weber, 2012). Its 

distinctive permeabilities to gas and liquid also assure high flux of gas and low pervaporation 

of liquid through the membrane. The Ley group first developed a Teflon AF-2400 tube-in-

tube membrane microreactor and applied it to key C-C, C-N, and C-O bond forming and 

hydrogenation reactions (Brzozowski et al., 2015). In our previous work, Au-Pd/TiO2 catalyst 

particles were directly packed in a tube-in-tube membrane microreactor and used for aerobic 

oxidation of benzyl alcohol (Wu et al., 2015). The continuous supply of oxygen through the 

membrane during the reaction contributed to significantly improved conversion and 

selectivity as compared to a reactor operating with an oxygen pre-saturated feed. More 

recently, membrane reactors with Teflon AF-2400 flat membranes were demonstrated for 

heterogeneous Pd-catalyzed hydrogenations and homogenous Cu(I)/TEMPO alcohol 

oxidations (Mo et al., 2018) and for aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol on Au-Pd/TiO2 

catalyst particles (Wu et al., 2018).  

Ru-based catalysts have been investigated for oxidation of alcohols, featuring low activity 

but high selectivity (Davis et al., 2013; Yamaguchi and Mizuno, 2002). The selectivity to 

benzaldehyde in oxidation of benzyl alcohol on Ru-based catalyst is commonly reported to be 

>99% under moderate reaction conditions (Mannel et al., 2014; Yamaguchi and Mizuno, 

2002; Yang et al., 2015). In this study, a flat AF-2400 membrane microchannel reactor was 

experimentally and theoretically investigated for aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol with 

Ru/Al2O3 catalyst. The stability of the Ru/Al2O3 catalyst was studied and the kinetics of the 

benzyl alcohol oxidation was evaluated with a 2D reactor model, in an attempt to better 

understand the mass transfer and catalytic reactions in the reactor and provide guidance for its 

improvement.  
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1 Catalyst preparation  

Ruthenium chloride (Johnson Matthey, 40.34% Ru), sodium hydroxide (Alfa Aesar) and 

gamma-aluminium oxide (γ-Al2O3, Sasol HP14-150) were all used as received. The 5 wt% 

Ru/Al2O3 catalyst was prepared by deposition-precipitation. The γ-Al2O3 support was 

suspended in water at 338 K to form a slurry. To this slurry, two solutions were added: 0.03 

M NaOH and 0.05 M RuCl3. The pH of the slurry was maintained at pH 9 by addition of 

appropriate amounts of these two solutions. Once addition of the ruthenium salt was 

complete, the temperature of the slurry was raised to boiling, and was then allowed to cool. 

The catalyst was separated by filtration, and the filtrate was washed thoroughly with hot 

water. Finally, the catalyst was dried at 373 K overnight. The ruthenium content was 

analysed by Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) analysis and found to be 4.46 wt% Ru. The 

powder was pelletized, crushed, and sieved to the desired particle size range (90-125 m). 

The physical properties of the catalyst particles were characterized with QUADRASORB 

evo
TM

 4 BET Stations and Pentapyc
TM

 5200e Gas Pycnometer. The surface area was found to 

be 142 m
3
/g, the pore radius 8.1 nm and pore volume 0.72 cm

3
/g. The skeletal density of the 

catalyst was 3.38 g/cm
3
, from which the catalyst porosity was calculated to be 0.71.  

 

2.2 Flat membrane microchannel reactor set-up 

As shown in Figure 1, the reactor consisted of liquid and gas flow plates machined in 316 

stainless steel (channel size length: 75 mm; width: 3 mm; depth: 1 mm), between which a 

Teflon AF-2400 membrane (length: 85 mm; width: 30 mm; thickness: 0.07 mm; Biogeneral), 

a 304 stainless steel mesh (length: 85 mm; width: 30 mm; thickness: 0.05 mm; hole size: 76 

μm; open area: 23%; Industrial Netting) and a gasket (length: 85 mm; width: 30 mm; 
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thickness: 1 mm; open area length: 75 mm; width: 3 mm; Altec) were assembled. An O-ring 

groove was machined in the liquid flow plate, which allowed other porous materials (e.g. 

sintered metal) also to be used as the membrane support. Catalyst particles (particle size: 90-

125 μm; 100 mg) were retained at the end of the liquid channel by a small circular piece of 

another nickel mesh (diameter: ~2 mm; thickness: 0.05 mm; hole size: 25m; Tecan). The 

length of the catalyst bed in the liquid channel was measured to be ~5 cm. Hence, the void 

fraction of the catalyst bed was estimated to be 0.32. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the flat membrane microchannel reactor consisting of gas and liquid 

flow plates with viton gasket, stainless steel mesh, and Teflon AF-2400 membrane 

 

The reactor was heated with a hotplate (Gallenkamp) fitted with a thermocouple, and the 

actual temperature inside the reactor was measured through the inserted thermocouples (1 

mm away from the liquid channel and the gas channel). To decrease heat loss, an insulation 

cap (insulation thickness: ~2 cm; WDS
® 

Ultra, Morgan) was made to cover the reactor. The 

temperature differences between the gas and the liquid flow plates during the reaction at 373 

K were measured to be less than 3 K. 

Neat benzyl alcohol (1-10 μL/min, 99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) was delivered into the reactor 

with a HPLC pump (Knauer P2.1S). The pressure of the liquid was controlled with an 

adjustable back pressure regulator (BPR, Zaiput, BPR-01) and measured by a pressure sensor 

(Zaiput, Hastelloy/PFA wetted parts). Pure oxygen (BOC, grade N6.0), 5 mL/min (at 

standard temperature and pressure), regulated by a mass flow controller (Brooks, GF40 

series) was directed to the gas channel to ensure the organic vapour concentration in the gas 

phase was lower than 1 vol% (the lower explosive limit for toluene in air at 6 bara and 393 K 

(Goethals et al., 1999); data on benzyl alcohol were not available). The pervaporation of 

benzyl alcohol and benzaldehyde through the Teflon AF-2400 membrane was experimentally 
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measured and presented in the Supporting Information.
 
A BPR (Swagelok, K series) was 

connected at the gas outlet to maintain the desired gas pressure. The actual gas pressure was 

monitored by a pressure sensor (Zaiput, Hastelloy/PFA wetted parts). The effluent from the 

liquid outlet was collected in a 2 mL vial (placed in an ice-water cold trap) and quantitatively 

analysed by a gas chromatograph (Agilent 7820A) fitted with a DB-624 capillary column and 

a flame ionization detector. For each experiment, at least three samples were collected and 

the results were averaged. The errors for the conversion and benzaldehyde selectivity were 

less than ±2 %.  

Benzyl alcohol conversion (X) and selectivity (SB) to benzaldehyde were calculated 

according to the following equations: 

  
                  

        
      (1) 

   
  

          
      (2) 

where cBnOH,in and cBnOH,out are the concentration of benzyl alcohol at the reactor inlet and 

outlet, respectively, cB is the concentration of benzaldehyde at the outlet.  

Catalyst contact time (CCT) was used to characterise the reaction time of benzyl alcohol, 

and was defined as 

    
    

   
 (3) 

where mcat is the mass of catalyst , υ is the volumetric flow rate of benzyl alcohol at the inlet, 

ρ is the density of benzyl alcohol. 

Turnover frequency (TOF) was calculated to quantitatively represent the reaction rate 

    
       

   
 (4) 

where FBnOH 
is the molar flow rate of benzyl alcohol at the inlet and nRu is the moles of Ru 

contained in the catalyst bed. 
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3. Mathematical Model 

A 2D reactor model was developed to simulate the mass transfer and catalytic reaction in 

the reactor based on the following assumptions: 1) steady-state and isothermal conditions; 2) 

Henry’s law applies at the membrane-liquid interface; 3) ideal gas behavior is valid for the 

gas phase; 4) uniform axial fluid velocity in the liquid phase with constant physical properties 

and transport coefficients; 5) negligible dissolution of liquid in the membrane and 

pervaporation to the gas phase; 6) negligible pressure drop along the catalyst bed (the 

pressure drop was measured to be less than 0.1 bara during the experiment). Since the oxygen 

pressure in the gas phase was constant at given oxygen pressure, only the liquid channel and 

membrane were considered with boundary condition of constant oxygen concentration at the 

interface of gas and membrane.  

 

Figure 2. Membrane reactor model used for the simulations (not to scale) 

 

3.1 Mass balance in the liquid phase 

The simulation of the liquid phase was realized through multiscale coupling of the catalyst 

particles with the bulk liquid phase. The continuity equation for species in the unpacked zone 

can be expressed as: 

  
   
  

    
    
   

 
    
   

  (5) 

where i stands for oxygen or benzyl alcohol, ci is the concentration of i in the bulk liquid 

phase, Di is the molecular diffusion coefficient in the bulk liquid, ux is the liquid velocity in 

the axial direction.  

The continuity equation for species in the catalyst bed is 

  
   
  

     
    
   

     
    
   

      (6) 
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where Di,A is the axial dispersion coefficient, Di,T is the transverse dispersion coefficient, Ji is 

the molar flux of i into the catalyst particles, Ab is the specific surface area exposed to the 

liquid of the packed bed, assuming randomly packed spherical particles (Richardson et al., 

2002).  

   
 

  
       (7) 

where rp is the average radius of catalyst particles, and b is the catalyst bed void fraction. 

The external mass transfer resistance is expressed in terms of mass transfer coefficient  

                (8) 

   
     
   

 (9) 

                     (10) 

   
 

    
 (11) 

   
        

 
 (12) 

where ci,ps is the concentration of i at the catalyst particle surface, hi is the external mass 

transfer coefficient. Sh is the Sherwood number, which is calculated using the Frössling 

correlation (Froessling, 1938). Sc is the Schmidt number, μ is viscosity of benzyl alcohol, ρ is 

the density of benzyl alcohol, Re is the particle Reynolds number. 

The simulation of the reaction inside the catalyst particles was realized in COMSOL
®

 

using the Reaction Pellet Bed feature. This feature has a predefined extra dimension (1D) on 

the dimensionless catalyst particle radius (rdim = rc/rp, rc is the spatial radial coordinate in the 

particle) of the catalyst particle. The mass balance inside the catalyst particles is derived from 

a shell balance across a spherical shell 

 

     
     

       
     
     

      
   

      (13) 
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where rdim is a dimensionless catalyst particle radius, Di,eff is the effective diffusion coefficient 

of i in the catalyst pores, ci,p is the concentration of i in the catalyst particle, Ri,p is the reaction 

rate per unit volume of catalyst particle. 

For Ru/Al2O3 catalyzed aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol, the amount of oxygen 

consumed was observed to be half of the benzyl alcohol consumed, with a benzaldehyde 

selectivity > 99% (Yamaguchi and Mizuno, 2003). So, the overall reaction is   

                         (14) 

and the kinetics of the oxidation reaction was modeled as a α-order reaction in benzyl alcohol 

and a β-order reaction in oxygen 

                 
      

 
 (15) 

       
 

 
        

      
 

 (16) 

where RBnOH,p  and RO2,p  are the reaction rate of benzyl alcohol and oxygen in the catalyst 

particle, k is the reaction rate coefficient, which is estimated based on the experimental results. 

Boundary conditions used for the liquid phase were: 

                                          (17) 

              
   
  

   (18) 

              
   
  

   (19) 

                  
     
 

        
      
  

   (20) 

                            (21) 

                 
     
     

   (22) 

where cBnOH,in is the inlet concentration of benzyl alcohol and cO2,m is the oxygen 

concentration in the membrane, which is essentially the oxygen concentration in thermal 

equilibrium with the membrane. H is the dimensionless Henry solubility of oxygen in benzyl 
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alcohol at 373 K. Note that the same boundary conditions were used for both the unpacked 

and catalyst bed zones. Reactant conversion was calculated based on the average 

concentration of benzyl alcohol at the outlet. 

 

3.2 Mass balance in the membrane 

Oxygen transfer through the Teflon AF-2400 membrane starts with the dissolution of 

oxygen into the membrane at the gas-membrane interface, followed by diffusion through the 

membrane and release to the liquid phase at the membrane-liquid interphase (Zhang and 

Weber, 2012). Due to the presence of organic liquids at one side of the membrane, the 

membrane will absorb the liquids and get swollen (Polyakov et al., 2003). The effect of 

organic liquids on the gas permeability in such membranes has not been studied. 

Nevertheless, gas permeation in a Teflon AF-2400 tube-in-tube reactor with flowing 

dichloromethane obtained by experiments agreed with model prediction based on the gas 

permeability of dry membrane (Yang and Jensen, 2013). Thus, negligible effect of the 

organic liquids on the gas permeability was assumed in this study. 

The steady-state mass balance for oxygen transport in the membrane, which is considered 

to be by diffusion alone, was expressed as:  

      
       
   

 
       
   

     (23) 

where cO2,m is the oxygen concentration in the membrane, which is essentially the oxygen 

concentration in thermal equilibrium with the membrane. DO2,m is an oxygen diffusion 

coefficient in the membrane obtained from the membrane permeability (Yang and Jensen, 

2013). 

Boundary conditions used for the membrane were: 

                      (24) 
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                        (25) 

where cO2,g is the oxygen concentration in the gas phase. 

The mass balance equations together with the boundary conditions were solved using 

COMSOL Multiphysics software version 5.2a. A mesh consisting of 33,000 elements and 

530,007 degrees of freedom was used and the results were found to be mesh independent. 

The values of the variables used in the model are shown in Table 1 and the calculation details 

are shown in the Supporting Information. 

Table 1. List of parameter values used in the model 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Stability of Ru/Al2O3 catalyst 

 

Figure 3. Stability study of the Ru/Al2O3 catalyst in aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol. 

Conversion and selectivities are shown as a function of operation time. Reaction conditions: 

Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl alcohol, 2 L/min; catalyst contact time, 48 

gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; liquid pressure, 9.0 bara; reaction temperature, 373 

K. X, conversion of benzyl alcohol; SB, selectivity to benzaldehyde. 

 

Initially, the performance of the Ru/Al2O3 catalyst was experimentally evaluated in the flat 

membrane microchannel reactor, and the results are shown in Figure 3. A fast deactivation 

process was observed in the first ~ 20 h. Only 5% conversion drop was observed in the 

following 25 h. Mannel et al. (2014) also observed a fast deactivation rate followed by a 

slower one in a catalyst packed stainless steel tube reactor, which was attributed to poisoning 

of active sites by benzoic acid. Brazier et al. (2017) further derived an equation for the effect 

of oxygen on Ru/Al2O3 catalyst deactivation, which accounted for a fast and reversible 

inhibition by the formed benzoic acid, combined with a slower and irreversible loss of  active 

sites caused by Ru reduction. Since the selectivity to benzaldehyde stabilized at 99% within 
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the 45 h, 100% selectivity to benzaldehyde was assumed in the model without considering 

any other minor by-products.  

For the reaction kinetics, Yamaguchi and Mizuno (2003) studied the kinetics and 

mechanism of alcohol oxidation on Ru/Al2O3 catalyst in a batch reactor. The reaction rate 

was found to be of fractional order with the benzyl alcohol (first-order at low concentrations 

and zero-order at high concentrations; alcohol concentration range: 0-2 M) and a zero order 

on the oxygen pressure (0.2-3.0 bar). Using a multichannel packed bed reactor, Bavykin et al. 

(2005) observed that the yield of benzaldehyde in oxidation of benzyl alcohol (1 M) on 

Ru/Al2O3 catalyst was affected by the oxygen pressure at pressure lower than 9 bara and was 

independent of the oxygen pressure at pressures above 9 bara. Zotova et al. (2010) studied 

aerobic oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes and ketones on Ru/Al2O3 catalyst in a 

commercially-available XCube
TM

 reactor by pre-mixing and saturating the liquid with the 

gaseous reactant before reaching the catalyst bed. The oxidation of benzyl alcohol was 

indicated to be a pseudo-first-order with respect to benzyl alcohol (up to 0.2 M), and oxygen 

was found to be integral to the kinetics of the reaction, since the reaction rate was 

significantly enhanced by increasing the oxygen pressure from 6 to 26 bara. In a following 

study, the reaction rate was re-examined in a plug flow differential reactor with an inline 

FTIR, and was found to be of zero order with benzyl alcohol (0.1 M) under reaction 

conditions not subject to mass transfer limitations, and a partial positive order in oxygen 

(oxygen saturation pressure up to 26 bara) (Brazier et al., 2017). The different observed 

kinetics was probably caused by the different ratios of oxygen concentration to benzyl 

alcohol concentration in different types of reactors.  

The focus of this study is to understand the mass transfer and catalytic reaction interaction 

and membrane reactor behaviour, and thus a detailed kinetic study of benzyl alcohol 

oxidation on Ru/Al2O3 catalyst was not pursued. Since the oxygen concentration varied 
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axially and transversely in the catalyst bed, resulting in varied ratios of oxygen to benzyl 

alcohol concentration, a reaction rate assuming a first order in benzyl alcohol and a 0.5 order 

in oxygen was used in the modelling (α = 1 and β = 0.5 used in eqn.15&16). The average 

conversion at the stable period in Figure 3 (40%, 20-40 h) was used to estimate the 

corresponding reaction rate coefficient (k), which rendered the conversion obtained by the 

model equal to the experimental value under the same reaction conditions. The estimated 

reaction rate constant, k was 3.9 × 10
-4

 m
3/2

/(mol
1/2

∙s), and was then used for the reaction rate 

under other reaction conditions (e.g. different liquid flow rates and oxygen pressures).  

 

4.2 Effect of liquid flow rate 

 

Figure 4. Effect of liquid flow rate on the conversion of benzyl alcohol and TOF, obtained 

from experiment and modelling. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl 

alcohol; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; liquid pressure, 9.0 bara; reaction temperature, 373 K.  

 

The effect of liquid flow rate on the conversion of benzyl alcohol was modelled under the 

same oxygen pressure (8 bara), and the modelling results are compared with the experimental 

values in Figure 4. Good agreement was observed between the modelling and the 

experimental results under different liquid flow rates. Since the reaction rate was estimated 

only based on results under liquid flow rate of 2 μL/min, the good agreement shows that the 

model based on the estimated kinetics provided satisfactory prediction of reactor performance.   

In Figure 4, high conversion was obtained at low liquid flow rate. Since the length of 

catalyst bed was constant (due to the same amount of catalyst), the enhanced conversion was 

due to the longer time for oxygen permeation and reaction (Constantinou et al., 2015; Wu et 

al., 2015). Theoretically, full conversion of benzyl alcohol could be achieved at liquid flow 

rate of ~0.4 L/min. This corresponds to a catalyst contact time of 240 gcat·min/gBnOH.  
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Average TOF was calculated to compare the reaction rates at different liquid flow rates. 

From Figure 4, the profile of TOF was observed to increase dramatically with liquid flow rate 

increasing and then reach a plateau at liquid flow rate higher than 2 L/min. Notably, the 

TOF was ~11 h
-1

 at liquid flow rate higher than 2 L/min and 8 bara oxygen pressure, which 

corresponded to an oxygen consumption rate of 6.7 × 10
-7

 mol/(gcat·s). These values are 

comparable to previous work where Ru/Al2O3 was used in a packed bed reactor with diluted 

oxygen (~6 h
-1

 at 353 K and 11 bar of 8% oxygen in nitrogen) (Mannel et al., 2014) or 

oxygen pre-saturated flow (13 h
-1

 at 373 K and 26 bara oxygen pre-saturation pressure) 

(Brazier et al., 2017), and a PTFE membrane reactor (2 h
-1

 at 353 K and 10.2 bar oxygen 

pressure) (Greene et al., 2015). However, the TOF observed in the membrane reactor is lower 

than those obtained in a batch reactor with bubbled oxygen (63 h
-1

 at 356 K and 1 bara) 

(Yamaguchi and Mizuno, 2002) and a multichannel packed bed reactor with high flow rate of 

pure oxygen (~110 h
-1

 at 375 K and 25 bara pressure) (Bavykin et al., 2005).  

 

4.3 Effect of oxygen pressure  

 

Figure 5. Effect of oxygen pressure on the conversion of benzyl alcohol, obtained from 

experiment and modelling. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl 

alcohol, 1 L/min; catalyst contact time, 96 gcat·min/gBnOH; liquid pressure, 1.0 bara higher 

than oxygen pressure; reaction temperature, 373 K.  

 

Figure 5 presents the effect of oxygen pressure on the conversion of benzyl alcohol in the 

flat membrane microchannel reactor. Model prediction agrees well with the experimental 

results. The conversion of benzyl alcohol varied approximately linearly with the oxygen 

pressure and reached ~70% at 8 bara. An approximately linear trend was also observed in the 

Teflon tube-in-shell membrane reactors with homogeneous Cu/TEMPO catalyst (Greene et 

al., 2015) and a Teflon AF-2400 tube-in-tube membrane reactor with heterogeneous Au-

Pd/TiO2 catalyst (Wu et al., 2015). Since the increase of oxygen pressure could increase the 
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oxygen concentration in the liquid, the oxygen pressure-dependent conversion demonstrates 

that oxygen has a positive effect on the reaction rate under the conditions investigated. So, 

the lower TOF of Ru/Al2O3 catalyst in the membrane reactor as compared to those in a batch 

reactor (Yamaguchi and Mizuno, 2002) and a packed bed reactor with pure oxygen (Bavykin 

et al., 2005), was probably caused by the high loading of Ru in this study, as well as 

insufficient oxygen supply in the membrane reactor.  

 

4.4 Effect of membrane thickness 

 

Figure 6. Effect of membrane thickness on the conversion of benzyl alcohol, obtained from 

modelling. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl alcohol, 2 L/min; 

catalyst contact time, 48 gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; reaction temperature, 373 

K; liquid channel depth, 1 mm.  

 

Having now a validated membrane reactor model, we proceed to investigate the effect of 

various parameters in order to better understand reactor performance and provide guidance 

for its improvement. The effect of membrane thickness was studied using the model and the 

results are shown in Figure 6. Less than 4% increase in the conversion of benzyl alcohol was 

observed when decreasing the membrane thickness from 0.10 mm to 0.01 mm. These results 

indicate that the oxygen transfer resistance in the membrane has no significant effect on the 

reactor performance, probably due to the high permeability of the Teflon AF-2400 membrane. 

Indeed, the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the membrane (DO2,m) was in the same order of 

magnitude as the oxygen transverse dispersion coefficient or the oxygen effective diffusion 

coefficient in the catalyst particles. However, it must be noted that DO2,m was based on the 

oxygen concentration in the gas phase. To convert DO2,m to that based on the oxygen 

concentration in the liquid phase (     
 ), which also made the oxygen concentration 

continuous across the membrane-liquid phase, DO2,m needs to be multiplied with the 

dimensionless Henry solubility of oxygen in the liquid (H) (Yang and Jensen, 2013).  
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          (26) 

So, the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the membrane based on the oxygen concentration in 

the liquid phase would be one order of magnitude higher than the oxygen transverse 

dispersion coefficient or the oxygen effective diffusion coefficient in the catalyst particles. 

This resulted to a negligible effect on the reactant conversion when decreasing the membrane 

thickness (and thus enhancing the oxygen mass transfer in the membrane). 

 

4.5 Effect of liquid channel depth 

 

Figure 7. Effect of liquid channel depth on the conversion of benzyl alcohol, obtained from 

modelling. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 20-100 mg; neat benzyl alcohol, 0.4-2 

L/min; catalyst bed length, 50 mm; catalyst contact time, 48 gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 

8.0 bara; reaction temperature, 373 K. 

 

Next, the effect of liquid channel depth on the conversion of benzyl alcohol was studied 

with constant catalyst contact time, and the same catalyst bed properties were assumed. The 

results are shown in Figure 7. An approximately linear increase in conversion was observed 

when decreasing the liquid channel depth. At a liquid channel depth of 0.2 mm, the 

conversion reached 99%, which corresponded to a TOF of 26 h
-1

. These results demonstrate a 

significant effect of the liquid channel depth on the conversion of benzyl alcohol and the TOF 

of the Ru/Al2O3 catalyst. 

To better understand the effect of liquid channel depth, the concentration maps of benzyl 

alcohol and oxygen in the bulk liquid phase within the reactor are presented. For benzyl 

alcohol (shown in Figure 8), the bulk concentration decreased gradually along the axial 

direction, and at the same axial position, slightly lower concentration was observed in the 

catalyst bed close to the membrane. No obvious concentration difference was found between 

the bulk phase and the catalyst particle surface (see Figure 8c), as well as within the catalyst 

particle (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). However, oxygen was observed to 
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exist only in a thin layer close to the membrane, and no oxygen was supplied in the main part 

of the catalyst bed (shown in Figure 9a). Specifically, the oxygen concentration at the same 

axial position dropped dramatically with y decreasing, and was equal to zero at y < 0.7 mm 

(see Figure 9b). Hence, the main part of the packed catalyst was unutilized resulting in low 

conversion and average TOF. 

In Figure 9c, the oxygen concentrations in the bulk liquid are compared with those at the 

catalyst particle surface along the axial direction at different transverse positions. Only slight 

concentration difference (~0.8 mol/m
3
, < 10% of the oxygen concentration in the bulk liquid 

phase), which was caused by the external mass transfer resistance, was observed at the 

catalyst bed close to the membrane (y = 0.95 mm) where relatively high concentration of 

oxygen existed. Since the external mass transfer was affected by the liquid flow rate and the 

TOF nearly stabilized at liquid flow rate > 2 μL/min (shown in Figure 4), it seems that the 

external mass transfer resistance does not influence the oxygen transfer in the membrane 

microchannel reactor.  

 

Figure 8. Benzyl alcohol concentration map and profiles in the bulk liquid phase within the 

reactor, obtained from modelling. a) Benzyl alcohol concentration map in the reactor, b) 

benzyl alcohol concentration profiles across the transverse direction at different axial 

positions, c) benzyl alcohol concentration profiles along the axial direction at different 

transverse positions. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat BnOH, 2 L/min; 

catalyst contact time, 48 gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; reaction temperature, 373 

K; liquid channel depth, 1 mm; length of the unpacked zone, 25 mm; length of the catalyst 

bed, 50 mm. cBnOH: benzyl alcohol concentration in the bulk liquid, cBnOH,ps: benzyl alcohol 

concentration at the catalyst particle surface.  

 

 

Figure 9. Oxygen concentration map and profiles in the bulk liquid phase within the reactor, 

obtained from modelling. a) Oxygen concentration map in the reactor, b) oxygen 

concentration profiles across the transverse direction at different axial positions, c) oxygen 

concentration profiles along the axial direction at different transverse positions. Reaction 

conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl alcohol, 2 L/min; catalyst contact time, 

48 gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; reaction temperature, 373 K; liquid channel 

depth, 1 mm; length of the unpacked zone, 25 mm; length of the catalyst bed, 50 mm. cO2: 
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oxygen concentration in the bulk liquid, cO2,ps: oxygen concentration at the catalyst particle 

surface.  

 

 

Figure 10. Oxygen concentration profiles in the catalyst particles at x = 50 mm, obtained 

from modelling. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl alcohol, 2 

L/min; catalyst contact time, 48 gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; reaction 

temperature, 373 K; liquid channel depth, 1 mm. 

 

 

The oxygen concentration profiles in the catalyst particles are presented in Figure 10. The 

concentration gradient in the catalyst particle, which was caused by the internal mass transfer 

resistance, was less than 10% of the oxygen concentration at the particle surface even for the 

particles close to the membrane (y = 0.95 mm). This was comparable to that caused by the 

external mass transfer resistance. When halving the particle size and assuming the same bed 

properties in the model, the conversion was observed to increase by only ~1 %, indicating 

negligible internal mass transfer resistance. 
 

Note that in the laminar flow regime, the oxygen transfer in the packed bed of the 

membrane reactor includes transverse mass transport through the bulk liquid in the catalyst 

bed, diffusion through the “stagnant film” at the catalyst particle surface and then within the 

catalyst particle pores. The liquid channel depth presented a significant effect on the reactant 

conversion in Figure 7. Since the external/internal mass transfer resistance in the membrane 

reactor had no obvious effect on the conversion, it seems that the significant effect of liquid 

channel depth is caused by the oxygen transverse mass transport resistance in the catalyst bed. 

In the laminar flow regime, the oxygen transverse mass transport rate is inversely 

proportional to the liquid channel depth, so an approximately linear increase in conversion 

was observed when decreasing the liquid channel depth. Halving the liquid channel depth 

from 1.0 to 0.5 mm led to conversion of benzyl alcohol increasing from 40% to 70% (see 

Figure 7). Correspondingly, the oxygen concentration in the catalyst bed was higher than zero 
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at y > 0.2 mm (shown in Figure S2). These results suggest that the reactor performance could 

be improved through decreasing the liquid channel depth. 

 

4.6 Effect of reaction rate coefficient 

 

Figure 11. Effect of reaction rate coefficient on the conversion of benzyl alcohol, obtained 

from modelling. Reaction conditions: Ru/Al2O3 catalyst, 100 mg; neat benzyl alcohol, 2 

L/min; catalyst contact time, 48 gcat·min/gBnOH; oxygen pressure, 8.0 bara; reaction 

temperature, 373 K; liquid channel depth, 1 mm.  

 

The effect of the reaction rate coefficient (k) on the conversion of benzyl alcohol was also 

investigated. From Figure 11, the conversion of benzyl alcohol was found to gradually rise 

with k increasing, and reached 70% at k = 2 × 10
-3

 m
3/2

/(mol
1/2

∙s). Since the oxygen 

consumed was supplied through the membrane, the gradual increase in the conversion 

indicates that the oxygen supply through the membrane could be enhanced at high reaction 

rate coefficient, due to the larger oxygen concentration difference across the membrane. 

However, since the oxygen transverse mass transport was the controlling process with k = 3.9 

× 10
-4

 m
3/2

/(mol
1/2

∙s), further increasing the reaction rate coefficient would increase the 

oxygen demand by the catalyst, and thus cause more serious oxygen starvation in the catalyst 

bed and result to lower catalyst utilization. In order to fully utilize the catalyst packed in the 

membrane reactor, decreasing the reaction rate coefficient through decreasing the metal 

loading or choosing other less active catalyst can be considered. Alternatively, larger 

contribution of convective dispersion in the transverse direction in the catalyst bed could be 

induced by increasing the liquid velocity, in an attempt to enhance the transverse dispersion 

coefficient, at the expense of increasing pressure drop. 

 

4. Conclusions 
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The aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol on Ru/Al2O3 catalyst was experimentally and 

theoretically investigated in a Teflon AF-2400 flat membrane microchannel reactor. The 

proposed model with the estimated kinetics was validated with the experimental data at 

different liquid flow rates and oxygen pressures and provided a better understanding of the 

mass transfer and catalytic reactions in the membrane reactor. Transverse oxygen mass 

transport, rather than oxygen transfer in the membrane or oxygen external/internal mass 

transfer, seems to be the controlling step for the membrane reactor performance for the 

system and conditions investigated. Correspondingly, decreasing the liquid channel depth is 

expected to significantly increase the conversion and the average TOF of the catalyst. The 

conversion can also be increased by increasing the catalyst activity, but utilization of the 

highly active catalyst would be less efficient due to the limitation of the oxygen transverse 

mass transport. To simultaneously improve the catalyst utilization and reactor conversion, the 

transverse dispersion coefficient should be increased, possibly by increasing the liquid 

velocity combined with recycling or using a forced convection mechanism (oscillation, 

ultrasonic vibration, etc.). 
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Nomenclature 

Ab specific surface area in the 1D reactive catalyst bed [1/m] 

CCT catalyst contact time [gcat·min/gBnOH] 

c concentration [mol/m
3
] 
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d depth [mm] 

D diffusion/dispersion coefficient [m
2
/s] 

F molar flow rate [mol/min] 

H dimensionless Henry solubility [-] 

h mass transfer coefficient [m/s] 

J surface flux [mol/(m
2
·s)] 

k reaction rate coefficient [m
3(α+β-1)

/(mol
(α+β-1)

·s)] 

l length [mm] 

M molecular weight [g/mol] 

mcat mass of catalyst [mg] 

nRu moles of Ru contained in the packed catalyst [mol] 

P pressure [bara] 

rc spatial radial coordinate in the particle [m] 

rdim dimensionless catalyst particle radius [-] 

rp catalyst particle radius [m] 

Ṝ ideal gas constant [m
3
·bar/(K·mol)] 

R reaction rate [mol/(m
3

bed·s)] 

Re particle Reynolds number [-] 

SB selectivity to benzaldehyde [%] 

Sc Schmidt number [-] 

Sh Sherwood number [-] 

T temperature [K] 

TOF turnover frequency [h
-1

] 

ux axial liquid superficial velocity [cm/s] 

w width [mm] 

X conversion of benzyl alcohol [%] 

x x-coordinate [mm] 

y y-coordinate [mm] 

 

Greek Symbols 

α reaction order in benzyl alcohol [-] 

β reaction order in oxygen [-] 
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ε porosity or void fraction [-] 

μ viscosity [Pa·s] 

ρ density [g/mL] 

υ volumetric flow rate of benzyl alcohol [μL/min] 

 

Subscripts 

A axial direction 

B benzaldehyde 

BnOH benzyl alcohol 

b catalyst bed 

eff effective  

g gas phase 

i benzyl alcohol, oxygen 

in inlet of the reactor 

m membrane 

O2 oxygen 

out outlet of the reactor 

p catalyst particle 

ps catalyst particle surface 

T transversal direction 
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 Table 1. List of parameter values used in the model 

Symbol Value Units Description 

cO2,g 
   
  

 mol/m
3
 

Oxygen concentration in the gas phase 

cBnOH,in 9621 mol/m
3
 Benzyl alcohol inlet concentration 

d1 1.00 mm Reactor liquid channel depth 

d2 1.07 mm Reactor liquid channel depth  and 

membrane thickness 

DBnOH 2.01 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s 

Diffusion coefficient of benzyl alcohol 

in the bulk liquid at 373 K (Hayduk and 

Buckley, 1972; Reddy and Doraiswamy, 

1967) 

DO2 5.19 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s 

Diffusion coefficient of O2 in benzyl 

alcohol at 373 K (Hayduk and Buckley, 

1972; Wilke and Chang, 1955) 

DBnOH,A 0.46 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s Axial dispersion coefficient of benzyl 

alcohol (Delgado, 2006) 

DBnOH,T 0.46 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s Transverse dispersion coefficient of 

benzyl alcohol (Delgado, 2006) 

DO2,A 1.19 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s Axial dispersion coefficient of oxygen 

(Delgado, 2006) 

DO2,T 1.19 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s Transverse dispersion coefficient of 

oxygen (Delgado, 2006) 

DBnOH,eff 1.01 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s 

Effective diffusion coefficient of benzyl 

alcohol in the catalyst particle (Froment 

et al., 2010) 

DO2,eff 2.62 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s 

Effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen 

in the catalyst particle (Froment et al., 

2010) 

DO2,m 1.19 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s 

Diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the 

membrane at 373K based on oxygen 

concentration in the gas phase (Yang 

and Jensen, 2013; Zhang and Weber, 

2012) 

H 9.9 - 
Dimensionless Henry solubility of 

oxygen in benzyl alcohol at 373 K (Wu 

et al., 2017) 

l1 25 mm Length of the unpacked zone in the 

liquid channel 

l2 50 mm Length of the catalyst bed 

MBnOH 108.1 g/mol Molecular weight of benzyl alcohol 

PO2 1-8 bara Oxygen pressure in the gas phase 
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rp 54 m Average radius of catalyst particles 

Ṝ 8.314 × 10
-9

 m
3
∙bar/(K∙mol) Ideal gas constant 

ux 
 

   
 cm/s 

Axial liquid superficial velocity vector 

w 3 mm Liquid channel width 

εp 0.71 - Catalyst particle porosity 

εb 0.32 - Catalyst bed void fraction 

μ 7.49 × 10
-4

 Pa∙s Viscosity of benzyl alcohol at 373 K 

(Yaws, 2014) 

ρ 1.0 g/mL Density of benzyl alcohol at 373 K 

(Nayar and Kudchadker, 1973) 

υ 1-10 L/min Liquid flow rate at the inlet 
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Highlights 

 An experimental/theoretical study of a membrane reactor for alcohol oxidation was 

performed 

 A validated model provided a better understanding of the reactor operation 

 Oxygen transverse mass transport in the catalyst bed was the controlling process  

 Recommendations are proposed for improvement of the reactor efficiency  

 

 


